
ART TALK SERIES

Saturday November 12

Technological revolution in the art world
1pm to 3pm

Technology has changed the very heart of the art market. Artists are expanding their
creative horizons and pushing beyond the limits of traditional mediums; ever-more diverse
demographics of global audiences are discovering, exploring and buying their art online.

At TAC#03 we’ll hear from industry-leading curators and gallerists leveraging online
sharing platforms to forge deeper, immersive connections with audiences, using online
communities to spread the word via multi-channel marketing campaigns, and employing
ecommerce to usher in a faster, more convenient customer journey.

ACCESSIBLE ART FAIR NEW YORK 
PRESENTED BY MVVO ART

Keynote Speakers:

Ann Lydecker Bunge
VP of Collectrium
Ann is Vice President of Collectrium, the leading technology platform for tangible asset
management, owned by Christie’s.

Jessica Drislane
Strategy consultant to art & e-commerce industries Jessica is a strategy consultant to both
the art and e-commerce industries, specifically acting as Head of Corporate Business
Development & Strategy for Invaluable, one of the world’s largest online marketplaces for
fine art and collectibles.

www.accessibleartfairnewyork.com

NOVEMBER 12 & 19



Adam Ghahramani
Creative Technology producer & Columnist

Adam is a creative technology producer and columnist, previously Head of Digital
Product for a creative agency in NYC and the founder of one of the largest platforms
online for young artists to share their work.

TAC#03 is hosted by TAC Director, Tina Ziegler

Saturday November 19
Art in Action
12pm - 3pm

Art can underpin revolutions, give a voice to the seemingly powerless and affect social
change on a global scale. With that power, however, comes a responsibility, and much-
needed opportunities to support regeneration projects at a level that will make a
difference to communities on local levels.

The Art Conference presents a line-up of keynote speakers directly involved with the
furthering of social positivity, empathic art and transformational initiatives, making
changes for the better on international and individual levels simultaneously through
collaborations of artists, galleries and governments.

Keynote Speakers:

Carlo De Luca
Co-Founder of Station 16 Gallery
and Print Studios

Hailing from Montreal, Carlo is a master screen printer, entrepreneur, art collector and
founder of Station 16 Printshop & Gallery, the official gallery of the Montreal Mural
Festival. He has spent 25 years working within the silkscreen business, acquiring art and
promoting artists worldwide.

www.accessibleartfairnewyork.com



Abby Graf Subak
Director of Arts Gowanus

Abby is the Director of Arts Gowanus, a non-profit organization working to support,
promote, and advocate for artists and a sustainable arts community. Following a career
in environmental organizing and non-profit management, Subak – who although hailing
from Pittsburgh now resides and works in Gowanus Brooklyn – began organizing on
behalf of artists in 2012, and is herself a life-long artist and maker.

Jess X Snow
Artist, Filmmaker and Poet

Jess is a queer Asian-American artist, filmmaker and poet, creating work to “expose
narratives of time travel, diaspora, intimacy and collective protest by connecting the
queer and colored body with the body of the Earth”.

Wayne Rada
Founder of The L.I.S.A Project NYC

More info: www.theartconference.com

social media
@theartconference
#tac03
#theartconference
@accafny

www.accessibleartfairnewyork.com

The Art Conference makes its American
debut this month across two upcoming
weekends at The National Arts Club in

Manhattan, New York..


